
B L A Z E R S

D e m y s t i f y i n g  t h e  m a k i n g   
O F

 
        ummer has whizzed by so fast and the
transition into the cooler months has begun. A
transitional piece that fits right into the picture
is the classic blazer. Sewing a blazer is one of
the most satisfying projects I have embarked on
even though I pushed it to the back of my to-sew
list for so long! I've crossed that bridge; it's not
as daunting as it seems! So in this post, I'll share
my top tips and tricks to bear in mind as you
embark on yours. 
 
There are a range of blazer/jacket patterns out
there and after a lot of research, I chose the
Aava Blazer by Named Patterns. The pattern
required a light suiting with a 5-10% stretch and
I advise you to learn from my initial mistake: In
my first attempt, I chose a cotton sateen fabric
with a little stretch but the end result was too
structured and I looked ridiculous in it.
Therefore, a top tip is: aim for a high quality
fabric within your budget for the outer garment
and the lining but above all,

'remember to adhere to the fabric
requirements'

 

An amazing perk of being able to sew your
own clothes is that you can tailor them to
your size. Anyone who has ever struggled in
ready-to-wear shop changing rooms would
totally relate. So it is very important to take
time to personalise and adjust your pattern
to fit your body. Do resist the urge to cut out
your blazer pieces and start stitching right
away.
 
Use a muslin fabric or your lining fabric to
check the fit of your blazer pattern. When
you assemble your 'test' blazer, look out for  
a looser or tighter fit through the panel
seams; check sleeve alignment and to make
sure that the hemline is parallel with the
floor.

s



Interfacing, I believe, could make or break a blazer! The use of those 'strengtheners' is advised especially if
you're after a professional/tailored look. In my case, I interfaced the back  and front pieces of my main fabric. I
also fused a 2" strip of interfacing to the hem of my sleeves to achieve a crisp sleeve hem.Do also note that batch
fusing your main blazer fabric prior to cutting your blazer pieces (middle image) would really save you time. 
 
In order to achieve crisp and smooth seams, darts, edges and corners, you must avoid leaving all pressing until
last. Do press them as you go through each step to give you correctly open, flat seams and hems; beautifully
curved seams or nicely shrunk fulness in sleeve caps and hems.
 
 
 

SUPPORT   STRUCTURE   SHAPE

 
Test your iron setting on a scrap piece of your blazer fabric
Press on the wrong side of the fabric
Get rid of pins or basting threads before pressing
Press your curved seams or darts on correct pressing
equipment
Use a press cloth to protect your fabric from over pressing

REMEMBER TO:



The biggest tell-tale sign of a poorly made blazer is
messy understitching or the lack of it. When you get to
the point of attaching your front facing to the main
blazer, your pattern might require you to do
some under stitching. This simply means to stitch your
front edge seam allowance to the front facing up to the
break point of your lapel.
 
A top tip for understitching at this point or at any other
corners is to remember not to sew out of  the corners.
Sew into them. This would give you a much
cleaner  under stitched  finish. When approaching the
very end of your corner, back tack and start again at
the other side of your corner.
 
However, if topstitching is required, do so before the
buttons are attached. Top stitching seems quite off
putting because it does stand out whether done
properly or not. So I do recommend lengthening the
stitch for a beautiful stitch definition; press the edges to
flatten them beforehand; use your needle plate guide or
the edge of your presser foot to keep your stitches
straight and stitch as slowly as possible.

As we all know, pockets are highly visible details so do
treat them with careful attention. The welt pocket with
a flap on my blazer was the very first step I did when I
created mine so i do recommend carefully sewing your
pocket first. To prevent the edges of my pocket flap
lining from showing, I trimmed a meagre 3mm off the
outer edges of my lining. Also remember not to use a
sharp pointed object to push out the corners of your
flap. 

In order to ease your sleeves into the armhole without
making visible tucks, do stitch 2/3 rows of
easestitching starting from 6mm away from the raw
edge of your sleeve cap from notch to notch. Slightly
pull the bobbin threads and adjust the ease in the sleeve
cap. Then pin the sleeve to the armhole ensuring that
notches are met so that your sleeve would hand
correctly. It helps to hand baste it before taking it to
the machine. This allows enough time to try the blazer
on to make sure the sleeve is set in nicely.
 
 
After machine stitching, check the sleeve on the right side
for smooth stitching without puckers. Then press the sleeve
cap to avoid any flatness on the sleeve cap. I added shoulder
pads to my blazer extending it 1.3cm beyond the sleeve seam
line. I hand stitched the shoulder pad to the shoulder seam
allowance using loose stitches. I do recommend tacking the
lower edge of your pad to the armhole seam allowance also
with loose stitches. 



So go for it and remember to
take notes of any mistakes
you make. 
 
When you've finished your
fabulous blazer, have another
go and try it out in a different
colour or choose patterned,
striped or plaid fabrics to
further challenge yourself
and cement what you've
already learnt. You'll feel very
proud of yourself indeed!
 
Lots of luck to you in your
blazer adventure!

Sew it!
Rock it!
Repeat!


